
Desperate, I created the Three Fs for Jany plan. They represented fitness, 

family and friends, three things crucial to my happy existence. I asked 

everyone to send me reports of their adventures and workout regime so I could 

live vicariously through them. They happily obliged and I received emails from 

friends around the world. In return, I asked them to push their threshold. I was 

pushing mine and if they did as well, we would get stronger together.

One night while my husband wheeled me to the porcelain throne, I cried out 

of frustration that I couldn’t walk on my own. Setting me gently down on the 

throne, he kissed my bald head and told me I was beautiful and that he loved me.

It was then I realized I had to start setting future goals and see more than my 

present situation. A memory crept in of a mountain bike race that had inflicted 

the worst chafing to my private parts I had ever experienced. My bits were so 

trashed I thought I had glass in my shorts and that someone had set my parts 

on fire. The race was called Paul’s Dirty Enduro. 

Every September in a pristine, pine tree-filled Ontario riding paradise called 

Ganaraska Forest, cyclists challenge themselves in a race over some of the 

toughest sandy and hilly terrain around for up to 100 km. The race is dedicated 

to Paul Rush, a man who died far too young. It’s a fundraiser for the Canadian 

Mental Health Association and suicide awareness.

Having completed it twice in the past, I decided this would become my post-

chemo goal. I knew the treatment’s side-effects were going to be brutal and I 

still had to endure another year-long drug therapy that would overlap into the 

race. But chemo fog blocks out extended bouts of clarity, so I  

shrugged off any doubt and marked the race on my calendar.

Four months of chemo felt like a year, but it was finally 

done. Bald, weak and exhausted, I was now facing the 

reality of my decision. It was the nine-month countdown 

to the gruelling event and a strong, vibrant body wasn’t 

about to magically appear. Getting ready needed a drive 

beyond what I had ever known. 

With the approval of my oncologists, my training began 

two weeks after my last chemo treatment in the middle 

of January. The first effort was a 5km walk-run on a cold, 

snowy day. It was brutal, and yet the greatest feeling ever.

Weeks turned to months as I worked painfully hard 

to gain back a small piece of the fitness I once had. When 

spring finally arrived I hit the trails for what turned out to be 

a harsh reminder of how tough mountain biking can be. The 

terrain jarred every muscle in my body and the blood and 

bruises revealed both my efforts and rustiness. With crash 

after crash, I questioned my ability to do the race, but each 

time I got up, shrugged it off and hopped back onto my bike. 

A pivotal moment came one particularly tough ride with 

friends. I struggled to keep up and on a steep climb, I found 

“In this challenging chapter I faced the 
Grim Reaper. We argued and I told him to 
bugger off.”
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